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Police officer facing sex
abuse charges
Alleged incident involved a 2-year-old toddler
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HAMPTON, Va. (WAVY) - Hampton police say a 44-year-
old Newport News police officer is facing sexual battery
charges stemming from an incident involving a 2-year-old
toddler.

Authorities say the child was sexually assaulted at a
residence in the 400 block of Wakefield Avenue by
Carolyn Marie Harris.

Harris resides at the home where the alleged incident
took place. Police say the child was at the home visiting
relatives.

Harris was arrested Monday and charged with one count
of aggravated sexual battery and one count of indecent
liberties with a child.

Harris has been placed on administrative leave pending
the outcome of an investigation. She was hired by the
NNPD on August 1, 1988 and worked as a property
crimes investigator.
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Accidents prompt light rail changes
Two recent accidents involving a light rail train at the
same Norfolk intersection have prompted change.  
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Va. executes man who killed widow
A Virginia man who raped and suffocated
an 88-year-old widow …

Inmate to be executed for killing woman
Virginia is set to execute a man who raped
and suffocated an …

Alleged thieves caught thanks to lotto
A Smithfield woman was arrested Tuesday
night after police say …

Man pleads guitly in child porn case
A Hampton man pleaded guilty Tuesday to
conspiracy to produce …

Flash mob robbery caught on tape
A flash mob took over a Maryland
convenience store, but they …
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